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Real Journeys dishes up Indian menu
With Bollywood fever hitting Queenstown and a steady increase in the
Indian tourism market, local operator Real Journeys is now dishing up
a range of Indian cuisine on its Milford Sound Scenic Cruises.
A selection of Indian dishes has been added to the existing
International Buffet for tour groups booked onto the cruises. The menu
was developed after researching the cultural and religious preferences
of the valuable Indian market.
The dishes includes Goan chicken curry or Tandoori chicken, aloo
gobi, dahl, chickpea curry, broccoli with cumin and garlic, mango
pickle, poppadoms, samosas and basmati rice.
Head Chef Will Petrie said the menu can also be adapted when
requested to cater for cultural and religious needs such as Jain
vegetarianism - avoiding the use of root vegetables such as onions and
potatoes.
“We liaise closely with the tour guides and recognise the need to take
specific religious and cultural preferences into consideration. Where
necessary we can adjust the dishes to meet the requirements of the
group,” Mr Petrie said.
Meanwhile with 60% of Indian visitors travelling independently, Real
Journeys has also developed an Indian lunchbox option for those not
part of a larger tour group. The lunch box includes dahl, aloo gobi,
poppodoms or naan bread, spring rolls or samosas, rice, fresh fruit,
icecream, tea and coffee.
Mr Petrie, who has been with Real Journeys for seven years, said all
the dishes are prepared daily in the kitchen on board in the Milford
Sovereign.
Around 25,000 Indian visitors arrive in New Zealand annually with the
market recognised as having excellent potential for further growth.
A growing number of those visitors are venturing into Milford Sound.

http://www.anzcro.co.nz/renault.html
http://www.topdog.co.nz
http://www.adventureworld.co.nz/Brochures.asp
http://www.travelmemo.co.nz/voucher.php?voucher_id=653
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Nelson’s new creative fringe festival – WASA!
WASA!™ (Wild and Sneaky Art™) is Nelson’s new
creative fringe festival “wild child” scheduled to make its
debut over nine days this October.
WASA! has received sponsorship funding for this year’s
event from the Nelson Events Marketing & Development
Programme, funded by the Nelson City Council. The
programme is funded by the Council to stimulate the city’s
economy in the shoulder and off seasons, by bringing new
spending through visitors coming to Nelson for distinct
events.
WASA! will be a festival that celebrates creativity in its
wildest and most surprising forms.
It will offer a wide range of fun, creative activities and
remarkable experiences to watch, or preferably experience
first hand. The 9-day festival will offer a mix of free public
events, ticketed iconic celebrations, workshops,
competitions and more.
Says Nickola Blunt, Festival Director: “We want to
acknowledge and celebrate all the remarkable creativity in
Nelson/Tasman already. Our many local artists, the Nelson
Market, the Nelson Arts Festival, the Victory Community,
the World of Wearable Art and Classic Cars Museum, the
Recycling Centre Robot, great retail creativity in businesses
such as  Go Clothing, Global Soaps, Coastal Trader, Palm,
Shine and Eclectic. Also Auckland Point School’s
Dinosaurs in the Park Exhibition, Refinery Art Space, the
hanging flower baskets on our main streets and the
numerous other creative expressions that enrich this
remarkable region for us all. No other region in New
Zealand has as much to offer creatively and we believe
WASA! will help reinforce Nelson’s position as New
Zealand’s creative epicenter.
“The ‘Wild’ and ‘Sneaky’ challenge for Nelson and its
regional visitors is to surprise even ourselves as to how
creative we can be.”

Cardrona expands terrain for 2010 season
Cardrona Alpine Resort is installing a fourth chairlift this summer
in phase one of an expansion project which will increase the
resort’s boundaries and the number of intermediate and advanced
runs on offer. This means Cardrona will now have more chairlifts
than any other South Island mountain.
The multi-million-dollar Valley View quad will extend the resort’s
terrain from the bottom of the Whitestar lift down to the Speed
Straight section of the access road.  The former Captains Quad
lift’s new position will mean Cardrona’s lift-serviced vertical will
increase by 250 metres and the ski area will grow to a total size of
345 hectares.  An additional car park will be built for season pass
holders for easy and quick access on to the lift, when in operation.
The new Valley View Quad will increase Cardrona’s lift-serviced
vertical to a total of 600 metres which will enable the resort to
build a downhill course named “Goldrush” to FIS standards.  As
part of this development a 40m tunnel is being installed to allow
uninterrupted access from the Captains Express to the bottom of
the Whitestar Express.
Phase two will continue next summer with the installation of
extensive snowmaking in the Valley View area to ensure top to
bottom skiing throughout the season.  Further groundwork will
also be carried out to develop trails in the area.

Vbase adds Deans Stand
Christchurch venue management operation Vbase has
another conference destination on its books following the
opening of the AMI Stadium redevelopment and new
Deans Stand.
The Deans Stand features a facility for conferences,
meetings and gala dinners.  The new Members Lounge
can comfortably accommodate plenary groups of up to
800 or large banquet dinners for 610. The adjacent Field
Lounge is an ideal setting for cocktail functions, exhibits
or dining, with spectacular views over the playing area
by day and night.

Japanese Zero for Warbirds Over Wanaka
The star attraction at this year’s Warbirds Over Wanaka
international airshow will be a Japanese Zero fighter of
the type that raided Pearl Harbour, taking the US into
World War II. The Zero was later used in kamikaze
attacks.
The rare fighter, one of just three airworthy Zeros in the
world, is being shipped here from the US for the
Warbirds Over Wanaka airshow at Easter.
The Otago Daily Times reports that the Mitsubishi-built
Zero will join about 65 other aircraft on display at the
airshow and will perform on all three days of the event.

Click Here

Crystal

Mountain

Auckland

http://www.nzonline.org.nz/crystalmountainmuseumthemeparkauckland.htm
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RWC2011 corporate hospitality packages on sale
Corporate hospitality packages went on
sale yesterday with New Zealand-based
corporate hospitality organisation,
Hospitality NZ 2011, also providing
access to accommodation as well as
travel services for local and
international visitors.
“Rugby World Cup 2011 corporate
hospitality will meet, and hopefully
exceed, what the big international
companies expect when they go to
events like the Olympics, Wimbledon,
or an F1 Grand Prix,” says Experience
Group Managing Director Warren
Barclay.
Experience Group, Eden Park and
Auckland Rugby formed the Hospitality
NZ 2011 consortium that was one of
just two successful bidders for an
Official Corporate Hospitality Agency
(OCHA) for Rugby World Cup 2011.
“We are New Zealand based, we operate
hospitality around international rugby in
New Zealand year in and year out and
we’ll use our local knowledge and

expertise to showcase New Zealand,
provide a unique New Zealand
experience and encourage clients to
experience corporate hospitality in New
Zealand at a level not seen here
previously,” says Mr Barclay.
“We’ve already booked millions of
dollars worth of accommodation and
we’re partnering with experienced New
Zealand in-bound tour operator Seasonz
Travel to make sure we cater for
companies and executives who want to
take in the best of what New Zealand
has to offer while they are in our
country for the rugby.”
Single game hospitality packages will
start at around $700-$800 per head with
the top end hospitality package
featuring the big three games, including
the final at Eden Park, going up to
around $2,000-$3,000 per head per
game. There will also be up to four
levels of hospitality packages at
different venues ranging from a
Corporate Box at the ground to a

purpose built, luxury structure on the
No. 2 field at Eden Park and off-site
hospitality packages for venues that
don’t have enough available on-site
hospitality facilities to cater for the
demand.
At the top end of the hospitality scale
guests can expect international quality
menus, superior food matched to award
winning wines, top entertainment,
international guest speakers and the
best hospitality service available.

Footnote: Rugby Travel and Hospitality
New Zealand have released a statement
saying it is important for supporters to
understand the potential consequences
of purchasing match ticket-inclusive
hospitality from unauthorised sources.
People who bought tickets from
unofficial suppliers risked being refused
entry or evicted from venues.
There are two official agents for the
tournament, Hospitality NZ 2011 and
Ticketek.

Indian media check out Queenstown
Tourism New Zealand has hosted a group of leading
television and print journalists from India to Queenstown, to
cover the shooting of New Zealand’s biggest Bollywood
movie, I Hate Luv Stories.
Unlike previous Bollywood movies filmed here, Queenstown
will this time be identified and is central to the story. 150
million viewers are expected to see it over the next three years.

Kapoor and Imran Khan, are big rising stars in India and
their millions of fans want to know all about where they are
and what they have been doing on and off camera.
The media had already taken a skydive over Queenstown
and would be doing a bungy jump, riding the Earnslaw and
Shotover Jet and visiting Milford Sound, doing a Nomad
Safaris Lord of the Rings tour and enjoying a Maori
experience and luge ride at Skyline.The Southland Times says the stars of the movie, Sonam
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AUSTRALIA
Marketing boost will help WA tourism
Tourism marketing campaigns targeting all of Western
Australia’s short haul overseas markets will be given a boost
of A$1.35 million to help the industry turn the corner
following the global financial crisis.
Tourism Minister Liz Constable says Tourism WA was able to
secure A$450,000 of Federal funding after matching the
figure and an additional A$450,000 was raised through
Tourism WA’s airline partners.
“Although the WA tourism industry weathered the financial
storm better than some, this funding will help increase
confidence among operators and help them capitalise on a
return of consumer confidence and international travel.”
The funding is part of Australia’s A$20 million jointly-funded
tourism campaign built by airlines and State and regional
tourism bodies from the A$9 million Federal Government
kick-start.
Markets to be targeted with new WA campaigns running until
30JUN are New Zealand, China, Japan, Singapore and
Malaysia.

Australian Eco Adventures has launched its new website.

A complete re-development, www.ozeco.com.au offers a

more visually appealing and user friendly setup. It will

allow agents to access more up to date itineraries and

images of the company’s tours in Sydney & NSW, and its

unique range of small group extended experiences across

Australia.

Sunshine Coast for sports fans
The Sunshine Coast goes sports crazy this month. Ironmen,
triathlon champs and the kings and queens of surf kayaking
will be flexing their muscle along the coast’s top beaches.
The bumper program includes rounds three and four of the
Kellogg’s Nutrigrain Ironman series at Alexandra Headland
next weekend 06-07FEB; race five of the Gatorade
Queensland Tri Series at Caloundra on 06FEB and round one
of the Surf Kayaking World Cup to be held in the best waves
from Point Cartwright to Kings Beach on 20-21FEB.
BreakFree says it is the perfect base for these events, with
rates from a low A$146* per room per night for a one-
bedroom garden apartment at BreakFree Grand Pacific,
Caloundra and A$130* per room per night for a studio room
at BreakFree Alexandra Beach (above).
Visit http://www.breakfree.com.au/
*Conditions, minimum stays and blockout periods may apply. Subject to
availability.

Washout impacts on Red Centre tourism
Tour operators in Central Australia say the closure of the road
to Palm Valley, west of Alice Springs, is hurting the local
tourist industry.
ABC Rural reports that recent rains have washed away parts
of the dirt track and it’s been closed to the general public.
Troy Lum, from Adventure Tours in Central Australia, says
tour operators have a duty of care to their customers and have
to wait until the road is accessible to four wheel drive buses.

FNQ aims to attract events
Far north Queensland’s peak tourism body will try to
attract more business events and conferences to Cairns
through a joint marketing campaign with Tourism
Australia.
The Federal Government, tourism groups and airlines have
pooled A$20 million to fund more than 60 marketing
projects across the country.
Tourism Tropical North Queensland’s chief executive, Rob
Giason, says they will launch campaigns to try to boost
numbers on new flights from Japan and New Zealand.
He says another campaign will try to lure corporate events
to the region.
“A direct advertising campaign to corporate and
associations within Australia to stimulate movement over
the next 12 months, so as to encourage some reaction to
opportunities that we can of course host their meetings
here in Cairns,” he said.

http://www.aussiespecialist.com
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SOUTH PACIFIC
More jump days for
Pentecost Naghol land divers
Vanuatu’s famous Pentecost Naghol land diving ritual, which
has typically only been performed on Saturdays between April
and June, will now also be held on Wednesdays and Fridays
during this period.
Annie Niatu, General Manager of the Vanuatu Tourism
Office, welcomes the move by the Southern Pentecost
Tourism Association, saying it is an important step to boost
tourism to Pentecost.

Tourism Tsunami Recover Programme
The Samoa Tourism Authority reports that the Tourism Tsunami
(Beach Fale) Recovery Programme (TTRP) established by the
Samoa Government and NZAID is helping beach fale and budget
tourist accommodation operators, through various processes, to
rebuild their properties damaged or destroyed by last September’s
tsunami.
The STA says that under the programme, a total of SAT$3.5 million
Tala is being made available to provide grants to eligible small
tourist beach fale and budget accommodation businesses that were
operating immediately prior to the tsunami and which are included
in the three tier listings approved by Cabinet.

Cooks cabinet supportive of Kia Orana Air plan
The proposed Cook Islands low-cost domestic airline Kia Orana Air
reportedly has the nation’s cabinet excited about better travel options for
locals and visitors.
Prime Minister Jim Marurai says the proposed airfares are very
attractive at half of what the only domestic airline, Air Rarotonga,
currently charges.
CINews reports that it spoke to Kia Orana Air managing director Mark
Lusby last month and that he said 19-seater Beechcraft 1900D aircraft is
known worldwide for its good flight speed, ability to fly at high
altitudes, and its ability to operate well on short runways.
The Cooks cabinet was said to be supportive of the proposal after being
briefed about the application by the airline for an air service licence and
its aim to start its operations by mid-year.

FJ Kiribati flights on hold
A closed runway at Tarawa last week forced Air Pacific to postpone its
twice-weekly B737 flights between Nadi and Kiribati.
Air Pacific’s Managing Director and CEO, John Campbell says urgent
runway maintenance has affected operation into Tarawa Airport. “We
are working closely with the Kiribati officials to determine when the
airport will re-open. Air Pacific is attempting to contact customers
holding reservations on the affected flights to inform them of the
cancellation.”

ASIA

“The Pentecost land diving
ritual can only be held from
April to June and people
come from all over the
world to see it. These extra
days will allow a few more
fortunate visitors to witness
the ritual,” Annie said.
Men climb to the top of a

manmade tower, which can be between 20-30 metres high, and
jump from platforms with only a vine attached to their legs to
break their fall.
As the men stand on top of the tower, contemplating the jump,
they are spurred on by locals who sing, dance and stamp their
feet below. When they finally dive from the tower into the
ground, the atmosphere is electric.
According to GTI Tourism, the ceremony is said to ensure a
good yam season but it is also a show of strength by the men.
The ancient story tells of a wife climbing to the top of a tree
during a fight with her husband. The husband chased her up
and when she jumped to the ground he followed.
Sadly, she had led him to his death as she had a vine around
her legs to break her fall. The men jump every year between
April and June to show the women that they will not be
tricked again.

Australia now Bali’s biggest
market source
Visitor numbers to Bali for the 11 months to the end
of NOV09 have passed the two million mark.
Balidiscovery.com reports that the growth JAN-
NOV was up 13.6% on the same period last year.
Australia has displaced Japan as Bali’s top in-bound
market. Through the end of NOV09, Australia
claimed a 19.5% market share with its 398,809
visitors. Year on year, the Australian market grew
41.25% in 2009.
By comparison, Japan’s market share has dropped
to 14.7%, and arrivals year on year are down nearly
10%.
Better air access and visas on arrival facilities have
seen 190,000 visitors from China, a growth of 60%.
Beritabali.com reports that the Provincial Tourism
Office for Bali has set a target of 2.3 million foreign
tourists to the island for 2010. Some 40 cruise ships
are expected to visit Bali this year carry a total of
45,000 visitors.

Stroll to Sentosa next year
From next January, Resorts World Sentosa will just
be a stroll away from Singapore’s VivoCity. A $70-
million, 620m-long boardwalk is now under
construction.
The old bridge from VivoCity to the island was
closed in 2007 to build the new one and when it is
completed, visitors will again be able to enjoy the
15-minute walk to Sentosa.
The Sentosa boardwalk will have travellators,
shelters and greenery for natural shade. There will
also be retail outlets on the 25m- to 40m-wide
bridge. It is designed to take 8,000 guests an hour in
each direction.
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SIN named as Jetstar’s key Asian hub
Jetstar and Changi Airport
Group have signed an
agreement to launch a
strategic partnership that
will see Jetstar continue to
make Singapore Changi
Airport its largest air hub in
Asia for both short and long
haul operations.
As part of the agreement, Jetstar will operate its highest
number of services and base its largest number of A320-
family aircraft in Asia at Changi. It also commits to introduce
long haul services using wide body aircraft out of Singapore.
Under the three-year agreement, the Jetstar Group – which
includes Jetstar in Australia and Jetstar Asia/ Valuair based in
Singapore – is committed to increase existing flight
frequencies and offer more destinations from Singapore.
Jetstar’s projected growth at Changi will include additional
A320 services and, for the first time, wide-body A330-200
medium and long haul flights to and from destinations in Asia
and beyond. Jetstar also aims to grow the percentage of transit
and transfer traffic through Changi among its passengers.
CAG will support Jetstar’s continued growth at Changi
Airport with various incentives that will enable Jetstar to
lower its cost of operations at Changi. It will also receive
additional incentives for launching services to cities not
currently connected to Changi.
As a partner, CAG will work closely with Jetstar to explore
route opportunities to grow its traffic out of Changi. CAG will
also support Jetstar’s operational needs, such as to improve its
ground operations and to enhance the airport experience of its
passengers, for example by introducing an early check-in
option for Jetstar passengers travelling on the same day.
Jetstar already operates 408 flights each week to and from
Changi to 23 destinations. Its future planned growth is
supported by fleet expansion plans to beyond 100 aircraft by
2014/15.

Another Mekong vessel for AMA Waterways
AMA Waterways has announced the construction of a second,
larger vessel to sail the Mekong River as part of the line’s
‘Vietnam, Cambodia & the Riches of the Mekong’
programme.
Seatrade Insider says the newbuild is expected to debut in late
spring 2011, joining La Marguerite (below) in offering 7-day
Mekong cruises between Ho Chi Minh City and Siem Reap in
Cambodia.

Freedom of navigation on Mekong
Cambodia and Vietnam have agreed to reduce the official
restrictions of cross-border navigation on Mekong waterways
to allow freedom of navigation on the river between the two
countries.
Tourism Cambodia says it is expected to increase access to
the river system for foreign vessels.
Both governments say that the move will free-up regional and
international trade, help avoid delays and make river-based
customs and immigration procedures more efficient and
straight-forward.
The Mekong River Commission facilitated the agreement by
assisting a legal task force in both countries, with funding
provided by the governments of Belgium and Australia.
The agreement will also put in place a range of measures
ensuring river traffic safety and regulate the transportation of
dangerous goods.

The two vessels will
depart on the same day,
one sailing downstream
from Siem Reap, and
the other sailing
upstream from Ho Chi
Minh City.
The new vessel, at 295ft, will be 50ft larger than La
Marguerite and will accommodate 124 passengers in 62
balcony cabins, including 10 junior suites and two suites.

THE AMERICAS

Cathay enhances Seoul, Mumbai flights
Cathay Pacific Airways has announced enhancements to its
services to Seoul and Mumbai, offering more convenience and
increased connectivity for passengers travelling through its
Hong Kong hub.
The airline will add four flights a week to Seoul with effect
from 02MAY and a further three flights a week from 01JUL,
taking the frequency back to the 2008 level of five flights a
day to and from the city.
With effect from 28MAR, the daily non-stop flights between
Hong Kong and Mumbai will be rescheduled to depart Hong
Kong at 9.50 pm, offering improved connectivity from here.
New Zealand passengers travelling to Mumbai will be able to
leave Auckland daily on CX108 at 2.20 pm and arrive in
Hong Kong at 9.00 pm, leaving a 50 minute turnaround to
catch CX685 to Mumbai at 9.50 pm. Or passengers can
choose a longer transit time in Hong Kong by leaving
Auckland on CX118 at 7.30 am on Thursday, Saturday and
Sunday and arriving in Hong Kong at 3.10 pm.
From 01JUL, New Zealand passengers travelling to Seoul will
have a convenient same day connection three days a week (on
Thursday, Saturday and Sunday) on CX118.

Harrah’s to take over
Planet Hollywood Resort
Harrah’s Entertainment will appear before Nevada gaming
regulators this week for approval of its purchase of Planet
Hollywood Resort.
Harrah’s took over operations of the Planet Hollywood’s
2,496-room hotel tower on 16JAN. It also took over the
property’s food and beverage operations.
The resort, formerly the Aladdin, is currently owned by a
partnership between Planet Hollywood founder Robert Earl
and a private equity firm.
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Big savings
at Harrah’s Las Vegas properties
Agents can book their clients stay at any of Harrah’s seven
Las Vegas properties via their GDS and obtain some great
rates, says local rep, Chris Jones.
Book four consecutive nights and your clients get a 25%
saving. This deal is valid for bookings made by 28FEB, and is
valid for stays up to 31AUG10.
In addition, various Harrah’s properties offer a 10% saving on
two-night stays, usually for Tues/Wed. These deals are
available throughout the year, although may not be available
at peak times.
All rates are commissionable at 10%, and bookings made via
the GDS (the Harrah’s GDS code is HR) or your preferred
wholesaler up to 31MAR10 also qualifies your clients to a
complimentary Coupon Booklet containing savings valued at
over US$2,000. The Coupon Booklets will be provided to
customers when checking-in at their Harrah’s Hotel.
Chris Jones says he will be attending the See America
Seminars in both Wellington and Auckland and will have full
details of these specials as well as information on all the
seven Harrah’s properties.

Machu Picchu – latest
Peru’s police say helicopters have ferried out the last tourist
stranded near Machu Picchu.
Helicopters reportedly evacuated 1,277 foreign tourists last
Friday ahead of more bad weather.
The police’s evacuation coordinator told the Associated Press
that helicopters had ferried 3,900 tourists and locals out of the
tiny mountain village last week.
Mudslides and torrential rains have destroyed sections of the
railway, the only form of transit in and out of the village
below the Machu Picchu citadel.
It leaves Peru contemplating a prolonged shutdown of its top
tourist site. British-owned rail operator Perurail says it will
take months for workers to repair the railway.
Meanwhile the thousands of foreign tourists flown to safety in
Cusco last week found themselves trapped again as the small
city struggled to handle the influx of people wanting to fly
out.
Flights out of Cusco have been booked out days in advance
and continued heavy rain has caused some flights to be
delayed or cancelled, Australians told Fairfax Media
yesterday morning.

Forget about Day Dreamin’ Exotics
No sooner had we run the story about convoy-driving of
sports cars in the desert outside Las Vegas than we learn from
Jo Ferguson at Harvey World Travel in Thames that the
operator, Day Dreamin’ Exotics, has closed its doors due to
“economic circumstances.” Sorry about that.

AFRICA / MID EAST

Hawaii sees some growth
Hawaii’s visitor arrivals were down 4.5% for calendar
2009 but the year ended on an upbeat note with DEC
arrivals up 2.4% on DEC08, according to preliminary
statistics from the Hawaii Tourism Authority.
The average per-person per-day spending by air visitors
dropped to US$163 in 2009 from US$177 in 2008.
Total visitor days also decreased in 2009, down 4.3%.
But the average length of stay, 9.43 days, remained flat.
Among the top four visitor markets, arrivals by air from
U.S. West declined 1.8% in 2009, arrivals from U.S.
East fell 7.2%, Canadian arrivals were down 5.8%, and
Japanese arrivals slipped 4.9%.

State tourism officials noted, however, several positive
indicators, particularly growth in West Coast, Japanese
and Korean travellers during the second half of the
year.
Meanwhile, occupancy at Oahu hotels was up 5.1
percentage points to 78.1% for the week ending
23JAN. As compared with the same week last year,
though, hotel room rates plunged 9.5% to US$146.
By way of comparison, US Mainland hotel occupancy
remained flat at 46.8%, while room rates were off
9.4% to average US$93 a night.

Hotels accused of hiking rates
The Guardian reports that South Africa hotels have been
accused of increasing prices to five times the usual rate for
holidaymakers in June. Kevin Miles, international co-
ordinator of England’s Football Supporters’ Federation,
warned last month: “England’s regular travellers are having to
take a long and sober look at the costs involved of following
the team. It would be a mistake for South Africa to regard the
World Cup as a four-week opportunity to rip off fans.”
South Africa hopes the World Cup, the world’s most watched
sporting event, will attract as many as 450,000 visitors. But
Jérôme Valcke, Fifa’s general secretary, admitted last week
that the true figure will be lower because of a lack of flights
from Europe.

UAE visitor numbers increase
Abu Dhabi saw a 2% rise in hotel guest numbers last year,
bucking the international trend of a fall in tourism, according
to the Abu Dhabi Tourism Authority.
“In all some 1.54 million guests stayed in hotels throughout
the emirate in 2009 racking up some 4,673,494 guest nights.
Guest stays in the final quarter grew by 16 per cent year-on-
year,” the ADTA said.
These figures compare to the latest numbers from Dubai,
which showed that visitors to the emirate grew by 3.2% in the
first three quarters of last year, despite a fall of 1.3% in the
number of international tourists, according to the Dubai
Department of Tourism and Commerce Marketing.
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Al Dhafrah Fest’s camel beauty pageant
For those keen to discover Emirati traditions and heritage, the
annual Al Dhafrah Festival, currently under way in Madinat
Zayed in the Abu Dhabi’s Western Region, is a must.
Organised by the Abu Dhabi Authority for Culture and
Heritage, the festival honours Bedouin heritage with
traditional poetry, music, and craft exhibitions. Some 28,000
camels and 1,200 owners converge on the site from five
countries to compete in the many camel races and even a
cooking competition, where chefs can get creative with local
ingredients, such as camel meat. The highlight, though, is
Mazayna, or the camel beauty competition, where the finest
specimens compete for grand prizes worth Dh42 million.
The camels are divided between dark- and light-skinned, and
classified by age group.  An expert panel of judges then
singles out the prize-winning camels based on features such as
the size of eyes and lashes, shape and placement of the hump,
and the neck length, among other standards.
In pre-festival action, a large number of participants also
competed in Al Hallab, the camel milking competition, with
the winner taking out a four-wheel-drive vehicle.
We were unable to confirm whether the beauty pageant
finalists enjoy travel and meeting people - Ed.

World Cup airfare price-fixing probe

EUROPE

South Africa’s airlines, including South
African Airways, BA-owned Comair,
1time, SA Airlink, Mango and SA
Express are all reported to be under
investigation over alleged price-fixing
to exploit travellers during this year’s
football World Cup.
South Africa’s competition watchdog is
reported to be investigating domestic
operators for “allegedly colluding” over
ticket costs and pricing strategies for the
tournament.
According to The Guardian, the
competition commission was
approached with evidence by South
African Airways. The company
requested “leniency from prosecution”
in exchange for email correspondence
that allegedly proves “airlines might
adjust their airfares ahead of the World
Cup”.
Internal flights will be crucial to
thousands of fans in SA because of the

lack of public transport.
Organisers have said that extra flights
will be put on with airports open all
night and an estimated 2,000 planes
crossing the country every day.
But numerous South Africans have
complained of unreasonable price rises,
helping prompt the Competition
Commission’s investigation.
South Africa’s Times Live reports that
the investigation is based on an e-mail
sent in late November by Erik Venter,
the chief executive of Comair, in which,
according to the commission, he said
“airlines have the option to either not
provide any inventory for sale until such
time (as they knew where matches
would be played and what would
become peak times), or price all
inventory at peak-time rates until such
time as they have greater certainty”.
While Comair has indicated that
Venter’s e-mail laid out the dynamics of
pricing and likely scenarios, the

commission believed the e-mail
“speaks to a methodology that should
be employed”.
Commissioner Shan Ramburuth said
that “they have set out a methodology
to influence the pricing outcome”.
But industry members say this was not
the case.
The e-mail was sent to members of a
working group established by the
Department of Transport, where airlines
were required to speak to one another
on matters relating to the World Cup.
The working group scheduled a
meeting, and as Venter could not attend,
he sent the e-mail out to other industry
players to express Comair’s thoughts
ahead of the meeting. Comair said the
e-mail from Venter was in response to
an e-mail from the Department of
Transport, advising the airlines that the
matter of alleged excessive pricing by
the airlines was to be raised at the
meeting.huge distances involved and the relative

Alice expected to give boost to Oxford
Oxford’s tourism industry is gearing up for a rush of visitors
in the wake of next month’s release of the Tim Burton-
directed movie Alice in Wonderland.
Starring Johnny Depp as the Mad Hatter, Helena Bonham
Carter as the Queen of Hearts and Stephen Fry as the Cheshire
Cat, the Disney movie is based on the book by Lewis Carroll,
who was in reality Christ Church maths don Charles Dodgson.
The Alice story is intimately associated with Oxford and many
of the things that inspired him are still around.

Now, the city
council is
expecting a boost
in numbers
booking up for its
two-hour Alice
tourist trail tour,

which follows different locations connected to Alice,
including the Jabberwocky tree and the treacle well.
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Use the bus in Portsmouth
The Portsmouth City Council has taken political
correctness and cultural inclusiveness to new
levels. The Daily Mail reports that local body
functionaries there, having long printed official
forms and documents in a variety of languages,
have produced taxi driver licence applications in
Braille. Helpful council staff have also ensured
the forms are alternatively available in large
print and audio format for people with eyesight
issues.

AVIATION

Carnival returns to Rome
The city of Rome, which last staged an annual
Carnival in the eighth century, plans gala celebrations
06-16FEB with more that 30 events, including
fireworks, equestrian shows and a parade featuring
floats and “butteri” — Italy’s original cowboys on
horseback.
The decision was taken to revive the ancient tradition
after the success of a short dry run of the Carnival
last year, which pulled around 200,000 spectators.
AFP reports that Rome is at pains not to upstage the
world-famous Venice Carnival, and intends
“twinning” the events, with Venetian artists taking
part in Rome festivities and Venice’s Fenice opera
house to perform the overture of Rome’s opera season.
Rome’s Carnival will also include performances by
street artists, exhibits, events for children and
musical costume parties at the Galleria Sordi
shopping mall in the city centre.
A Valentine’s Day highlight will be a parade with
performers from several Latin American countries in
Piazza Venezia on 14FEB.
The vast Piazza del Popolo will also host a “cultural
village” and equestrian shows as well as a concert
and fireworks for the grand finale on 16FEB.

Qantas First Class for A380s only
Sky News reports that Qantas plans to drop two-thirds of its First
Class capacity following a slump in demand for premium travel.
The airline will reportedly remove First Class from its B747s,
reducing the number of aircraft in its fleet offering a premium
cabin from 30 down to 12. It is understood just 14 First Class seats
will be offered on each of QF’s A380 flights from Sydney to Los
Angeles or to London via Singapore.
The move comes as part of the A$400 million reconfiguration plan
obtained by the Australian Financial Review, which reportedly
reveals that the airline will reconfigure its fleet to fit extra
economy seats.
A Qantas spokesperson said it was premature to comment on any
steps being taken to reconfigure the fleet, as discussions with
airline manufacturers were continuing.

Air New Zealand DEC09 performance
Air New Zealand reduced its capacity on Tasman and Pacific
routes by 12.9% in DEC09 compared with a year ago, reflecting
downsizing to smaller aircraft, reduced flight frequencies and the
withdrawal of trans-Tasman flights from Hamilton and Dunedin.
NZPA reports that this resulted in the load factor, or percentage of
occupied seats on an aircraft, increasing by 6.6 percentage points
to 81.6%.
Overall, the airline carried 1.2 million passengers in DEC09,
down 2.6% on the same month last year. Demand was down 5.6%
and capacity was reduced by 11%, increasing the group load
factor by 4.8 percentage points.
Short haul passenger numbers were 2% lower than DEC08 and
long haul were 6.4% lower.
The load factor on domestic routes rose by 5 points to 79.3% as
capacity reduced by 5.4%.

Virgin Blue to buy more planes
The Virgin Blue Group says it is in the market for new aircraft and
is in talks with several suppliers, including Brazil’s Embraer.
Virgin Blue’s CEO Brett Godfrey told reporters on the sidelines of
a conference in Singapore that the group has a number of planes
coming out of lease over the next 2-3 years and Virgin is looking
to take some more, including from Embraer.
Mr Godfrey said the leases on 30 to 50 of these aircraft will end in
the next few years.

Airbus increases list prices for jets
Airbus has announced an increase in the list price of its aircraft by
an average of 5.8%. The price increase is the first since JAN08
and will take immediate effect for all new aircraft.
The increase is said to be due to US dollar weakness, as well as a
surge in the cost of materials and commodities.

Brazil’s largest airline, TAM Linhas Aereas is in talks to

buy a stake in Chile’s flagship airline LAN owned by

President-elect Sebastian Pinera.

Jetstar to hub over Singapore
Further to our story on page 6, Jetstar has settled on Singapore as
its hub for flights in Asia and as its launch pad for services to
Europe.
According to a story in the Sydney Morning Herald, Jetstar has
been considering for three years whether to make Singapore,
Bangkok or Ho Chi Minh City in Vietnam its Asian hub. The
airline will operate its highest number of services and base its
largest number of A320 aircraft in Asia at Changi Airport in
Singapore.
The expansion in SIN is likely to mean it will boost its
maintenance ops and cabin-crew base there over coming years.
JQ and its part-owned Singaporean affiliate, Jetstar Asia, already
have about 200 cabin crew based in Singapore, and will do its own
aircraft maintenance there rather than outsource the work.
Jetstar indicated it was likely to focus on increasing flights within
Asia before starting services to Germany, Greece or Italy. Asia
offers annual growth in passenger traffic of 6%, compared with
about 2% in Europe.
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Wellington airport performance
Traffic to Sydney through WLG Airport grew 12.9% in
DEC09 following the increase of Pacific Blue’s new service
from three to five times a week that month. Melbourne’s pax
were also up 6% with Brisbane steady.
NZPA reports the number of international passengers through
the airport rose 4.1% in DEC09 compared to the same month
last year, while the number of domestic passengers was down
0.2%.
Airlines continued to manage capacity on domestic services,
decreasing seat availability by 5%, while achieving an
average of 78% loading in DEC.
Competitive pricing boosted passenger numbers on the
domestic trunk services by 2.1% compared to a year ago, and
regional passengers fell 4.9%.

Two years after unveiling the concept for Wellington

Airport’s new international terminal, known as The

Rock, copper cladding is now being applied to its

exterior. The airport company hopes that the terminal

extension will be a new iconic building for New Zealand

and a contrast to what it regards as bland halls at most

international airports. According to the NZPA report, it

is designed to reflect Wellington’s rocky south coast.

Aust market shares shift
The Sydney Morning Herald reports that the latest
government statistics show Qantas’s share of the
Australian international passenger market has fallen to
less than 20% for only the second time.
Legacy carrier Qantas had 19.8% of the market in
NOV09, down 4.5 percentage points from the
corresponding month in 2008.
By comparison, Jetstar increased its market share to 8.5%
in the same month - up from 6% in NOV08 - making it
the third-biggest carrier of passengers behind Qantas and
Singapore Airlines.
The latest figures also show Emirates increased its share
of the international passenger pie from 7% to 8%, at the
same time as other carriers such as Singapore Airlines and
Air New Zealand have shed capacity.

Maori design “misused” by Air NZ
Air New Zealand says it is taking Maori concerns about the
pattern on its proposed new uniforms seriously. This follows
news that a Canterbury University academic Rawiri Taonui
told The Press that the Trelise Cooper design misused
traditional Maori symbols.
The Press says it understands Air New Zealand staff raised
concerns about the cultural suitability of the design last year.
It is believed the airline’s cultural and customer ambassador,
Andrew Baker, advised the pattern was appropriate.
He declined to comment.
Air New Zealand marketing general manager Steve Bayliss
said the airline took its responsibilities seriously over the use
of Maori designs.
“When it comes to the final proposed look of the uniform
pattern, we will consult with those partners, including Toi
Maori [Maori Arts New Zealand], to ensure all the uniform
design elements are culturally appropriate.”
He said the final design would be completed by mid-2011.

AirAsia X has announced that, from 21FEB, it will

temporarily suspend the 5pw A340 service to Abu

Dhabi that it inaugurated just five months ago.

Chief executive Azran Osman-Rani cited

“underwhelming” demand for tickets,

uneconomical aircraft and an aviation industry

crippled by the financial crisis as reasons for the

suspension of Abu Dhabi flights to and from Kuala

Lumpur.

AirAsia X hopes to resume services in the future

using a smaller A330 aircraft.

SIA Special Upgrade Surcharges
Singapore Airlines has re-released its Special Upgrade
Surcharges from Economy to Business Class for flights New
Zealand to Singapore and vice versa.
Agents who have clients wanting to travel on Singapore
Airlines over the next few months and can’t get them an
Economy Class seat on one sector NZ-SIN or v.v. should look
at offering them the upgrade rate to Business Class, which
SIA says provides an incredible experience at an amazing
price.

Full body scans likely ex Australia
Australia looks likely to introduce full-body scans on US
flights and is also considering enhanced explosive screening
and tests to detect chemicals other than nitrates. Domestic
travellers can also expect more routine security screening,
including swabs to detect explosives.
The Herald Sun reports that these measures are in a White
Paper on Counter-Terrorism being finalised yesterday by
Prime Minister Kevin Rudd and his senior ministers.
The document reportedly aims to ensure Australia is better
able to cope with threats from home-grown terrorism and
follows the arrest of Muslim terrorism suspects in Melbourne
last August.
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Full body scan not optional Concorde crash trial undercarriage had been
accidentally left out by Air
France ground staff. As a result,
too much weight was bearing on
the tyres, one of which
exploded when it hit a bump in
the runway. Air France and the

Airline passengers will have no right to
refuse to go through a full-body search
scanner when the devices are introduced at
London Heathrow airport this week. The
option of having a full-body pat-down search
instead, offered to passengers at US airports,
will not be available.
The decision comes despite warnings from
the government’s Equality and Human Rights
Commission that the scanners, which reveal
naked bodies, breach privacy rules under the
Human Rights Act.
The Guardian reports that British transport
minister Paul Clark told MPs a random
selection of passengers would go through the
new scanners at UK airports.
The machines’ introduction would be
followed later this year by extra “trace”
scanners, which can detect liquid explosives.
A draft code of practice covering privacy and
health issues is being discussed in Whitehall.
Lord West, the counter-terrorism minister,
told the MPs the government had firmly ruled
out the introduction of “religious or ethnic
profiling” into transport security. Instead, he
said, airport security staff were being trained
in “behavioural profiling”, which meant
singling out passengers who had paid cash,
were travelling with only a book for luggage
on a long-haul flight or were behaving
erratically at the airport.
Heathrow airport’s owner, BAA, is installing
a scanner in each of its five terminals. The
trials will use two different technologies that
see through passengers’ clothing. One trial
will involve “backscatter” technology, which

exposes travellers to low-level x-rays. This is
already in use at Manchester airport and in
tests has spotted the type of concealed device
used in the Detroit airline bombing attempt.
The Guardian says the second type of
machine uses a “millimetre wave” system,
which bounces radio waves off the human
body to form a 3D image. Both types of
technology have raised privacy concerns.
The UK Department for Transport has drawn
up a preliminary code of conduct that states
that the security officer guiding the passenger
through the machine never sees the image,
and that the employee viewing the scan must
be based away from the passenger, in a secure
room. The two officers communicate with
wireless headsets; and, once viewed, the scan
cannot be saved, printed or transmitted.
Under the new security regime, due next
month, a suspect passenger would then be led
away for a secondary examination that would
include using chemical swabs to test for
explosives. Pat-down searches of passengers
and hand luggage inspections will also
increase.

CRUISE NEWS
Oasis delivering for RCI
Oasis of the Seas is getting pricing premiums
over all Caribbean-based ships industry wide,
pulling in high ratings and experiencing none
of the logistics issues predicted by some prior
to its launch.
Cruise-community.com quotes Royal
Caribbean International president and ceo
Adam Goldstein as saying Oasis is delivering
from a product standpoint, with ratings
“already at a level with the highest rated
ships in the fleet.”
He said the company and the ports have
successfully managed logistics on board and
ashore for the world’s largest cruise ship:
“People do not face crowds or lines,” he said.

A four-month trial, starting
near Paris today, will seek
to sheet home blame for the
crash of the Air France
Concorde near Charles de
Gaulle airport on 25 July 2000.
According to The Independent, the immediate
cause of the accident is not in dispute. At
least one of the Concorde’s left-hand
undercarriage tyres burst as it was gaining
take-off speed. A shower of hard rubber
fragments penetrated a fuel tank in the left
wing, causing a fire and a loss of power.
According to the prosecution, the tyre was
shattered by hitting an 18in-long titanium
“repair patch” which fell from a Continental
Airlines DC10 which had taken off from the
same runway four minutes earlier. Titanium, a
much harder metal than aluminium or
stainless steel, is not supposed to be
employed for temporary repairs on aircraft.
The Independent says Continental is accused
of systematically using titanium for such
repairs, even though the danger to aircraft
tyres was well known. Two of its ground staff
in Paris are accused of ignoring the titanium
ban and botching the repair. Continental
rejects these accusations.
Its principal defence lawyer, Olivier Metzner,
claims that 28 witnesses saw the doomed
Concorde catch fire before it reached the part
of the runway where the titanium strip was
lying. “Their evidence has been ignored.
Everything has been done to obscure the
truth,” said Mr Metzner.
He will argue that the Concorde’s tyre burst
because an important element of the

French air accident bureau admit that there
was a mistake in repairing the Concorde’s
undercarriage but they insist that it could not
have caused the tyre burst.
The trial will also examine more fundamental
questions about the safety of the iconic
aircraft. Both prosecution and defence
lawyers will claim that Concorde suffered
from design weaknesses which were
systematically ignored for at least 20 years to
keep the aircraft flying.
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Carnival Australia
predicting massive growth
Carnival UK’s chief executive, David Dingle,
predicts that by 2020 Carnival Australia will
have added another four or five ships under its
P&O and Princess brands and will be carrying up
to 700,000 passengers a year. He told Australian
trade media that the line will carry 190,000 pax
locally across its five brands in the 2009-10
season, lifting to 300,000 in 2010-11 following
the introduction of Pacific Jewel, and to 350,000
the next year, when Pacific Pearl enters the
market.
Travel Weekly’s Travel Today quotes Dingle as
saying Carnival Corporation could build a new
ship specifically for the Australian market in the
foreseeable future.
He admitted there was “a lot more work to do in
New Zealand”, with Auckland to be homeport for
the inaugural season of Pacific Pearl.
“When we see how much the NZ market bites on
that opportunity, that’s going to tell us a lot more
about how much growth we can create in New
Zealand,” Travel Today quotes Dingle as saying.

SeaDreams named best
SeaDream Yacht Club’s twin mega motor-cruiser/yachts,
SeaDream I and SeaDream II have just been named by
America’s prestigious Porthole Magazine as the world’s “Best
Passenger Yacht Experiences.”
The accolade follows the luxurious pair also topping the
Berlitz Guide to Cruising and Cruise Ships “Five Star Club” in
2009 against twenty other ships.
SeaDream I and SeaDream II each carry just 112-guests
served by 95 crew in the Mediterranean from April to October
and the Caribbean from November to April, including in their
itineraries exclusive and intimate yachting playgrounds,
harbours and ports larger vessels cannot get into.

Cairns wharf terminal upgrade
Cruise ship passengers coming into Cairns at the end of the year
will step into a revamped terminal.
Construction work began on Tuesday on the A$11.2 million
Cairns cruise ship terminal redevelopment.
The restoration and refurbishment of the wharf’s heritage-listed
shed, built in 1912, will convert it into a modern terminal and
multi-use facility.
Work also includes construction of pedestrian areas, covered
access to new bus and taxi bays and landscaping. The original
wharf entry off Wharf St will be retained and upgraded and the
original rail tracks will remain for their historical significance.
The timber frames of the shed will be combined with modern
window panels.
The clock tower, the bronze bell, the timber doors and central
columns, wharf bollards, historical signs and markings will
receive specialist conservation treatment.
The FNQ Ports Corporation says the terminal will be a multi-use
building and could be used for major functions and as an
extension of the convention centre.
Large cruise ships like Rhapsody of the Seas are now able to
enter the Port of Cairns. They had previously moored off the
beach suburb of Yorkey’s Knob, 13km north of Cairns.

The 153,000-grt Norwegian Epic, under construction in
France, is preparing for three days of sea trials, 12-14FEB,
with delivery set for 15JUN, according to Seatrade Insider.
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RCI’s Labadee examined
Royal Caribbean International’s
private resort, Labadee, which plays
host to as many as 500,000 cruise
tourists each year, has been in the
news since the Haiti earthquake.
That’s because it is located on a
Haitian peninsula 200km by road
north of the devastated Port-au-Price.
And RCI ships have controversially
continued to call at Labadee every
couple of days before and since the
disaster.
Leased since the mid-80s from the Haitian
government, the 260-acre beach enclave, a
former slave plantation, is surrounded by a
3m fence and patrolled by armed guards.
The only Haitian port open to cruise ships,
its wharf facilities have recently been
upgraded to the tune of US$55 million to
handle RCI’s Oasis of the Seas, the world’s
largest cruise ship.
Newsweek reports that RCI’s ships have so
far brought around 400 pallets of urgently
needed supplies ashore and it has promised
to donate all money made at the resort to
the relief effort, at least until 01FEB. When
added to passenger contributions, the figure
will total around US$2 million.
In addition, RCI has augmented an existing
crew-welfare fund to provide up to
US$2,500 in grant money to any Haitian
employee seeking to rebuild homes or find
loved ones. Compassionate leave has been
extended from two weeks to indefinitely.

300 to sell their wares on the premises.
While Newsweek quotes RCI as saying it pays
Haitian government a “head tax” of US$6 per
tourist, The Times Online quotes the mayor of
Cap-Haitien, a port city 10km from Labadee,
as saying “Under the old deal with Royal
Caribbean, they paid a $6 [£3.70] tax for
every tourist. Two dollars went to the
National Treasury, $2 to the Ministry of
Tourism and $2 came to us.
“After 2004 [when the military seized power
in a coup], everything stopped. Now the
government charges $10 a tourist and we
don’t get a sou.”
The Times says the mayor’s hope is that, with
Port-au-Prince in ruins, some of the
reconstruction funds will find their way
beyond the capital to improve infrastructure
in the north where the tourism potential is
huge.
Footnote: Transparency International ranks
Haiti among the world’s most corrupt nations.

According to the company, it also employs
200 locals at Labadee and allows another

The beach at Labadee, which RCI tells
its pax is in Hispaniola, the name
Columbus gave the island that Haiti
shares with the Dominican Republic.

Oceania’s new Marina to offer space
When she debuts in January next year,
Oceania Cruises’ new Marina will offer 629
staterooms and suites – among the most
spacious at sea.
Standard veranda staterooms on Marina are
282sq ft – the largest standard veranda
staterooms in the cruise industry. Both
Veranda- and Concierge-level
accommodation features a sitting area and
private teak balcony furnished with a chaise
lounge, armchair and occasional table.
Penthouse Suites measure an industry-leading
420sq ft with living/dining room separate
from the sleeping area, walk-in closet and
bathrooms with a double vanity.
Oceania Suites, a new category of
accommodation for Oceania Cruises, are
1,030sq ft, comprising a large living and
dining area, media room and separate
bedroom. As a highlight, a large veranda
features a hot tub.
Vista Suites range in size from 1,200 to
1,500sq ft and offer the same features as
Oceania Suites but with the added benefit of

floor-to-ceiling windows affording sweeping
views over the ship’s bow.
Owner’s Suites will offer 2,000+ sq ft of
palatial luxury.
Marina will be the first ship to offer suites
completely appointed from furniture and
fabrics to lighting and bedding using the
acclaimed Ralph Lauren Home collection.
In addition to the standard stateroom
amenities, suite guests will be offered
Champagne on arrival, 1,000-thread-count
linens, 42in plasma TV, Hermès and Clarins
bath amenities, butler service, and en-suite
delivery from any of the ship’s restaurants.
Stateroom amenities include a flat-panel TV,
lap-top computer with wireless access,
refrigerated mini bar, security safe, writing
desk, plush terry robes, bed slippers, and
marble and granite bathroom.
Standard bathrooms on Marina are the largest
of any vessel in its class and each features a
tub and shower, an industry first among
upper-premium cruise ships.
Call Cruise Holidays on 0508 CRUISE.

Marina to feature Lalique grand staircase and lobby
Oceania Cruises has commissioned Lalique,
famed for its crystal and jewelry, to design a
grand stairway for the reception area of its
new 1,258-guest Marina.
The Lalique Grand Staircase will feature
double curved staircases and balcony with
balustrades of crystal medallions and scrolled
iron. Six crystal pillars rising from the
landing will adorn the two-storey, glass
elevator surround. A brass banister is
complemented by a mahogany handrail.

At the base – as a dramatic centerpiece – is
Lalique’s highly prestigious Cactus table
surrounded by etched crystal screens and
flanked by newels capped with prominent
crystal finials. An exquisite and striking
Lalique vase, with fresh flower display, will
sit atop the table.
Lalique sculptures and crystal accessories
will also be displayed throughout the ship as
part of Marina’s multi-million dollar art
collection.
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Rydges provides live
availability to Tourism
Exchange
The Rydges Hotel Group is now
providing live inventory and pricing
directly through to the Tourism
Exchange. As a pilot partner of the
Tourism Exchange, the Rydges Hotel
Group has recently supported the
integration project between Tourism
Exchange New Zealand and
technology partner MicrosFidelio.
“We are very excited about having
high quality properties like those in
the Rydges Hotel Group available
through the Tourism Exchange.” says
Chris Hunter, Tourism Exchange
CEO. “Our distributors – especially
the Travel Management Companies,
are demanding access to quality
properties suitable for the business
traveller. This recent integration with
Rydges New Zealand is a step
forward to achieving this goal.”
The integration project allows
operators on recent versions of Opera
to supply Tourism Exchange and its
growing list of online and traditional
distributors.
“Integrations with key property
management systems are at the core
of what we do. We are currently
piloting with a number of technology
partners, who will come on line in the
first quarter of 2010,” says Mr
Hunter.

INDUSTRYACCOMMODATION
Multi benefits Sabre Online’s
multi-traveller
Sabre Pacific has introduced a new multi-
traveller booking functionality for its
corporate online booking engine, Sabre
Online.
General Manager – Sales, Marketing &
Product of Sabre Pacific, Richard Morgan,
says the multi-traveller feature is a time-saver
for corporate travel arrangers who book
multiple passengers in the one itinerary.
“Corporate travel arrangers can now avoid
having to duplicate travel plans for a group of
people travelling together, which saves time
for both the travel agency and the corporate,”
says Morgan.
“The multi-traveller booking functionality
also reduces booking errors and ensures
travellers are using the same fare.
“This in turn assists travel arrangers meet
company compliance targets and makes
budgeting much easier.
“The multi-traveller feature fits with our goal
of developing more efficient booking systems
with fewer clicks required from users.”
A ‘Multi-Traveller Booking’ is suitable for
groups of up to four colleagues who are all
travelling together on identical itineraries,
and can be used for air, hotel, and car
segments.
“The ‘Multi-Traveller Booking’ addition to
Sabre Online means that it’s now even easier
for consultants to book group travel while
seamlessly ensuring the client complies with
their corporate travel policy,” says Morgan.

Passport fraud biggest threat
The biggest travel threat facing the world now
is passport fraud, according to Interpol
Secretary-General Ronald K. Noble.
The Interpol chief told The Associated Press
that airport body scanners are a misguided
solution to travel threats.
“The greatest threat in the world is that last
year there were 500 million, half a billion,
international air arrivals worldwide where
travel documents were not compared against
Interpol databases,” he said on the sidelines of
the World Economic Forum at Davos.
“Right now in our database we have over 11
million stolen or lost passports,” he said.
“These passports are being used, fraudulently
altered and are being given to terrorists, war
criminals, drug traffickers, human traffickers.”
The solution, he said, is better intelligence, and
better intelligence sharing, among countries.
He said U.S. authorities are recognizing the
threat of passport fraud - in 2006, U.S.
authorities scanned the Interpol database about
2,000 times, while last year they did so 78
million times. They came up with 4,000 people
travelling on stolen or lost passports.

ACCC to crack down
on component pricing
The Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission is to begin litigation and
enforcement of the Trade Practices Act to get
businesses to comply with a law protecting
people from the practice of so-called
component pricing, where the headline price
omits compulsory extras that are “asterisked” in
the small print.
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